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CoosIol Carolina College

Ninety-One Percent
By MARY JEAN BAnEY
News EdItor
[EdItor's Note: Related story on Page 3.)
Ninety-one per cent of Coastal Carolina College students who
answered The Chanticleer's survey want dormitories.

Dr. E.M. Singleton and Col. William Baxley are working with
Congressman John Jenrette and Senator Ernest Hollings in
securing appointments for a group to go to Washington to talk
with HUD and HEW officials concerning funding for
dormitories.
According to Singleton, the school realizes the students'
interest in securing dormitories, and Singleton shares their
interest. His office is trying to work on a satisfactory solution.
The Chanticleer recently circulated a survey with seven short
questions on tbe dormitory issue,
Here is a reprint of the questions and the percentages that
resulted from the answers.
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Do you think Coastal needs dormitories? (YES) 914fo ( 0) 5%
(NO OPINION) 40/0.
If Coastal had dormitories would you use them? (YES) 520/0
(NO) 45% ( 0 OPINIO ) 30/0.
If Coastal had dormitories, do you feel you would do better
academically? (YES) 53% (NO) 22% ( 0 OPINIO
24%
(OTHER) 1%
Do you live with (PARENTS) 35% (IN MOTELI APT.) 320/0
(OTHER) 33%
Are you transferring from Coastal during your four years in
college? (YES) 29% (NO) 58% (DON'T KNOW YET) 13%
Will you leave Coastal for a school that has dormitories? (YES)
43% (NO) 46% (THA,.. A D OTHER REASO S) 11%.
Do you find your rent expensive? (YES) 31 % ( 0) 14% (NO
OPI ION) 9% (I DO 'T PAY RENT) 460;'0.
A few students felt that our survey was not in depth enough so
they added comments. In order to be fair to all concerned we will
give their comments.

"Since I am married and live with m' famil , I wou do' be
living in the dormitory. I feel, ho ever, that the ould help the
apathy problems and bring everyone closer togethe ."
"I will be transferring because of the nursmg program her
because what I need i no offered at Coastal. Thi i al
I
will be leaving and I hope to go to the Medical Uni ersit fo
furthering my career, not necessariJ' for the dormitorie ,"
"Questions fi e and six ha e er little to do 'th an I
The question that come to mind about ix i : Are dormi on a
students' criteria for selecting a college? Finall, th on
advantage dormitorie would pro 'de ould be th po i
increase in enrollment of out-of-state student, Thi i Coa al
only hope for being able to improve the emacia ed academl
standards it no
upport ."
One student, in reply to the mltiaI que io of hether Coasta
needed dormitories circled the ye box a d in tar
cap a
wrote in "HELL YEA".
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Squatriglia Sp"eaks To SGA ...--------.=~~:~:...
T e
By~MEACBAM

EdIW
'Tm deliJlhted to be with
you," said Coastal's new dean
of student development, Dr.
Robert Squatrigtia, in his first
address to a Student Government (SGA) meeting on Nov. 21.
Squatrigtia added, "There is a
new title - dean of student
development (formerly it was
dean of student affairs). I think
the title is an important one
because it emphasizes the
development of the student in
and out of the classroom. My
office door is open, I will deem it
an honor and a duty to meet
with you and share your
perceptions of Coastal. I also
want to go on record to say that
one of your meetings in January
will be at my house. I will be
living right around the comer. I
look forward to a long,
profitable relationship. My first
plan is to establish a needsassessment for the students on

campus."
Other business carried un in
the Nov. 21 meeting began with
a letter read by Bob Drda, SGA
president, from the Internationat Oub announcing international Day on Dec. 2. All donations
gathered at the festivities will
go to help support the three
foreign exchlDge students on
campus, Although students will

be admitted free, faculty and
community persons are required
to pay Sl.SO and i2.00,
The admission of the Coastal
Carolina Voyagers was discussed. The constitution of the
Voyagers, submitted by Jeff
Opalka and Dan Selwas said the
purpose of the club was to
promote interest in hiking and
other outdoor activities. There
was some controversy concerning a clause in the constitution
that stated if any member of the
club missed two meetings
consecutively, helshe would
have to withdraw membership.
Simon Spain, Campus Union
coordinator. said "I don't see
why a student should be kicked
out of a club just because he
misses a couple of meetings.
Students who pay tuition have a
right to join any organization. I
just don't see how a student has
a right to kick another student
out." Norm Evans. freshman
class representative, replied,
•• If you can't make two
meetings in a row, you wouldn't
know what was going on." The
admission of the club was
passed, however, with ten votes
in favor of one abstention.
The Coastal Carolina Spirit
Club was also applying for
recognitio . The constitution,
submitted by junior class

representative Derek Blanton,
stated the club's purpose is "to
conduct organized support of
athletics at Coastal Carolina
College." Bob Vipperman. junior class president, inquired,
"Is there any provision for
disciplinary action?" Norm Evans said, "What do you mean?
Anybody can get rowdy." Bob
Drda said. "Yes, , . but to what
degree?" John Wilson, Afro.
Am representative. interjected,
"What we want is not to hurt
Coastal's image . . . hiding
behind the Spirit Oub. " A
resolution was brought up to
vote on the club's recogaition,
and it was passed unanimously.
Other topics discussed in the
meeting included:
-An announcement by John
Wilson that Afro Am is planning
to sponsor a beer bustl disco in
the gym following the next
home basketball game. The
admission wilt be 51.00 and a
can of food to help the needy,
-a report by Mike Tolan and
Norm Evans <co-chainnan of a
SGA committee established to
investigate CINO's prices), in
which they reported no progress
had been made.
-a report by Dr. Thompson,
dean of administration, on the
economic feasibility of dormitories (Editors note: see page .
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"The Commencement committee feh that since there were so
many students graduating at this time, these students should
receive some recognition. Since diplomas are not available in
Dec., we decided to honor these graduates aDd their families
with a reception," Susan Davis, gradution committee
chairperson said.
'There will be approximately 54 seniors araduating in
December according to Jim Beaty, assistaDt to the dean of
academic affairs.
The reception will be held on Tharsda , Dec. 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Kimbel Library. Dr. E.N. SinaJetoa will speak briefly to
the graduates aDd their families.
After Singleton's talk, a receptioa will be h ld upstairs in
library. Patsy Candal, a committee member, will be in charge.
The graduation committee is DOW working I)n gettiBg a speaker
for the May pduation.

lnaugration To Be Dec. 8
Dr. James B. Holderman will
be sworn in as the new
University of South Caroliaa
president ill inaugration ceremonies on Dec. 8 at 10:30 a.m.
in Columbia.
Holderman was unanimously
elected President of the University of South Carolina by the
board of trustees this past June

30.

Holderman received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Deaison University in Ohio and
a Doctor of Philosophy degree in
.political science from Northwestern University in 1961.
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From The Editor

Dormitories -Are
Necessity

In this issue and in previous issues of The
Chanticleer this semester, the proposition of
on-campus residency facilities has been
discussed.
In November, Coastal received a donation of
$1 million dollars from the generous Kimbels to
build an auditorium. By January of 1978, Coastal
should have a new college center. Over behind
Williams-Brice Building, construction workers
are busy working on a new maintenance facility.
Plans for the future include a math and science
building. All these things are beneficial to the
growth of the Coastal campus. Still, all types of
buildings can be built but as long as Coastal
remains a commuter-campus, we will not see an
advance in the quality of education at Coastal.
Why? Because the students who come to
Coastal come from a limited population. That
population comes from the area that surrounds
Coastal. Those students from out of state or
another area of South Carolina have had to deal
with motel operators and transportation
problems. Motel rooms were great in the
beginning, but the rates are now astronomical.
Anyway, who wants to be kicked out of their
room Easter weekend-only to have to move
back in for a short month? Quite frankly, no out
of state high school student would be attracted
to a school that says, "Come here, but pitch a
tent!"
.
We hope our administration will turn their
attention to this problem. We hope on-campus
residency is "NUMERO UNO" on their list of
priorities. On campus residency facilities are a
necessity - whether they are built with public
funds or financed by a private contractor.

Why Garrls?
e

_
•
Re~ovat1ons

to the old library are underway
and It should be ~eady in the summer.
Garris construction company of North Myrtle
Beach is ~ the contractor
All of the administrat·o·h
d will b h
d
. th
t d buildin1 n Thie~ s .
e ouse
m e renova e
g.
s will be the first
time since Coastal Carolina was fonned that they
will all be in the same building.
Although Garris was the low bidder by six
thousand dollars, they estimated the job would
take 270 days to complete. Baldwin construction
company had promised to get the job done in 180
days. Why?
Mary J~an .Baxley
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you put Daycare on your llst of prltJrltlles?
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Staff Comments

If Coastal Carolina Had Daycare
to cook us some creeps," Jeff
By BELEN HAWES
adds. "That's crepes, Jeff.
Staff Reporter
[EdItor's Note: Helen Hawes, crepes," Linda answers.
They drive on. Jeff tries to
a staff reporter for The
Chanticleer, has reported In read the billboards. Linda thinks
previous Issues on the soong about the test she's having on
move towards a daycare center Wednesday. Jeff tells her that
at Coastal. The foUowlng Is a he can't read the signs because
fictional story on what It would she's going too fast. Linda
be like If ther was a daycare glances at the speedometer. Jeif
going too fast. "He can't read
center. [
Linda puts four year old Jeff words but he's a whiz at
in his jacket. Then she grabs her numbers," she t1' nks. She
books, her pen, and Jeff in his thinks this with proli.J irritation.
They arrive at Coastal. Linda
jacket and dashes to the car,
hoping she won't be late for her ducks into a parking space and
escorts Jeff to the daycare.
8:00 class.
As they zip down Highway Other children have arrived
SOl, Linda asks Jeff what he will before them and ,are busy
be doing at Coastal. He thinks a chattering or playing in the
while, then answers that some learning centers.
The teacher sees Linda and
French man is going to talk to
waves.
Linda smiles. On the
his class. Linda remembers that
walls are samples of "primitive
the Frenchman is an exchange
art." She recognizes Jeff's
student who is supposed to tell
pictures. They have numbers on
the children about his country
and its customs." "He's going them. Definitely not Freudian.

.

A few hours later, Linda
returns to the daycare. She finds
Jeff eating a crepe. She can't
read in his face whether he likes
it or not. She stays on for awhile
to help with lunch. Then she
helps different children make
Christmas presents for their
parents. She will have to act
surprised when she gets hers.
Meanwhile, Jeff is busy on the
other side of the room with one
of the work study students.
Linda glances at the clock. It
is time to leave. Jeff doesn't
want to go. She pops him into
his jacket, and they tell
everyone goodbye.
On the way home, Jeff tries to
read the billboards. Linda asks
him how he liked the "creeps."
He tells her that they were okay,
but he likes real pancakes
better. "And its 'crepes Mom,
'crepes' ". And guess what
Mom? Now I can Count to
1000'"
I

She remembers her psychology
class. She kisses Jeff goodbye
and hurries off. She has
scheduled an extra hour for him
at the daycare so that she can
get some studying done at the
library. She gets to her class on
time.
Once there, she opens her
book and waits for the professor
to begin. She daydreams fora
few minutes about Jeff. She is
happy knowing that he is har.- y.
He gets good care and instruction, and he knows that she is
only a few steps away in case of
an emergency. And he has
friends. It's just those stupid
numbers. He can count to 200
and practices in his spare time,
giving a command peiformance
every day. Only one problem is
with his counting. He sings the
numbers up to nine and soars
off key at the number 10. Thank
you, Sesame Street. The class
begins.

Reporter Discusses Science
By ROBERT GOOTMAN
Staff Reporter
[EdItor's Note: Robert Goot·
man writes the environmental
column for The Chanticleer]
It has long been acknowledged that the scientific community
in the U.S .• to put it bluntly, is
the best in the world. This level
of excellence is. of course,
directly related to the education
of the personal which make up
the science realm in our
country. Rigorous programs and

the strict use of scientific
method is perhaps the basis of
this unsurpased education.
The marine science departf_ S........
ment at Coastal Carolina ColAdvIMr
................................. Dr. SaDy Hue
4
lege has set standards for
...... M....- ; ........................ MarcIa . . . .
learning and research that are
. t worthy of being considered as
,
A• [
part of our country's scientific

J......

'9At

excellence. Our faculty's philosophy of "training people on as
high a level of competency as
possible" is manifest through
the many aspects that reflects
the groundwork of our nations
scientific accomplishments.
The marine science program
consists of a rigorous cirriculum
involving physics, math and
both physical and biological
studies. The prevailing attitude
is to "train students in the mode
of science with the same
intensity that their professors
were trained in."
Perhaps the most beneficial
quality of the program is the
research that accompanies the
classroom learning process. It is
important for the students to '
have their teac~ers active in
new research Simply because

the knowledge gained by the
. professor will inevitable be
passed along in the classroom.
Furthermore. a better understanding is reached in cases
where students actually participate in the field study .
Our professors feel that
students should "have as much
exposure to real world situations
as possible." This practice is
achieved through involvements
such as the NSF Sea
Grant and our reasearch
vessel "Ms. Coastal", which
has proven to be an essential
part of all aspects of student
research.
In this year alone, Coastal
students have researched many
areas (physical and biological)
of our coast and have recorded
vast amounts of usable data.

The marine science department
of Coastal Carolina College,
through community and scientifically orientated projects, is
making its mark in the research
and development of our carolina
shores.
Another arm of the program,
less intense than the scientific
section. includes courses such
as fishing, navigation and
seamanship, and introductory
courses, making it possible for
other majors to enjoy some of
the more relaxed aspects of
marine science. This curriculum
is open to members of the
community who are perhaps
interested in exploring the many
facets of marine science without
commiting themselves to a
strenuous scientific program.

Dormitories -How rae tic l
COLUMBlA HALL
Columbia Hall is arranged in uites. Mo t contain two double
rooms with connecting bath, but some are designed with two
double sleeping roomettes which share a common living area and
bath. Each room has its own lavatory. Columbia Hall is carpeted
throughout and offers a number of conveniences including
kitchenettes for residents' use and a rooftop sundeck. This hall is
coed by floors. Prior approval for assignment by Office 4It>f
Residence Education required.
Columbia Hall offers a unique living/learning co-educational
community. Academic courses for credit and mini courses taught
. by faculty and staff are taught in Columbia Hall. Residents of
Columbia Hall must have ea!lled at least thirty credit hours.

o

tli e
Alternati e
By TIM MEACHAM
EdItor
On-campus residency hall .
How economically feasible are
they? Dr. Donald Thompson.
Coastal dean of administration,
compiled a four-page dormitory
feasibility study that was
submitted to the Long-Range
Planning Committee and the
Facuhy Senate Building and
Grounds Committee. He also
made an oral presentation to the
Student Government Association on No . 21.
In the study, Thompson used
Columbia Hall at the USC-Columbia campus as an example of
a conventional dormitory. By
"conventional," Thompson
meant a structure that housed
490 students (two to a room), 11
stories high with kitchenettes in
each room.

to build in 1970. Th pro'ect
with totals an area of 129,115
quare feet. co t about 52 .07
per sq. ft. to build in 1970.
Columbia Hall a funded with
onl ' 51 million internally.
In 1978, the structure. budt to
a size of 79,050 quare feet to
house 300 student, ould co
aboutSSS. per sq. ft. Thetot~
cost would be 54,417,314. lftbe
structure was financed b 20
year bonds, there would be an
annual debt service of 5.5 per
cent, or 583,680 for each 51
million of bonded indebtednes .
In the end the co would be
51,232 per student per academic
year. This figure doe not
include such service a security, maintenance cu todial services, utilities, and re idence hall
counselors.

The second alternative the
According to the study. study discussed was a lowrise,
Columbia Hall cost 53,365,887 apanment-like dormitory. Thi

t.

Thompson Pre ent
Admznz tration
Opinzons

BATES WEST
A new concept in student housing at USC, Bates West offers
apartment-style accomodations for single upperc1ass and
graduate students, with women on the upper floors and men on
the floors below. The apanments are designed to accommodate
four students each, and provide a living/dining room, complete
kitchen, bath, and two study/bedrooms (see typic~ plan below).
All apartments are carpeted and air-conditioned, and utilities
and telephone services are provided. They are fully furnished
except for lamps and draperies (windows are fitted with blinds).
Bates West contains a spacious lounge with information desk,
meeting rooms, laundromat and canteen. There is ample
adjacent parking. The Bates House board plan is optionaUy
available to Bates West residents at 5426 per semester.
Priority for space assignment is given to graduate and law
students, seniors, juniors and sophomores in that order.

J

By 11M MEACHAM
EdItar
Dormitory feasibility was the
main topic of Dr. Donald
Thompson's presentation before
the Student Government Asso14 stories
ciation (SGA) on Nov. 21.
Thompson, Coastal dean of
administration, discussed both
the conventional-type dormitory
and a modular, apartment-like
dormitory.
After
the
presentation
on the conventional . type
dormitory was made, figures
revealed somewhat discouraging news to SGA members.
Thompson concluded "What I
am saying is ] think we needed
to get this kind of structure out
Dining
of our heads."
Following the discussion of
the convention dormitory Thompson began to discuss the
Bedroom
apartment-dormitory's feasibility. Thompson said, •'The bad
thing about this structure is that
Living.
you don't have a living-learning
environment, and you have no
..
control over the price a private
operator might Charge."
Questions were asked by SGA
officers on funding possibilities
- particularly in the area of
private donors. "When] look at
private donors - like the
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. Kimbels," explained Thomp-

0

-- -.

son, "we like to build a building
that the like to see. Structure
like a library or auditorium are
• different from a dormitory.
Private donors are strange. We
have pushed out this idea to
them, and it didn't tum them
on." Thompson ~so brought up
another funding possibilit from
the federal government of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). "What we are
going to do is get the services of
an architect and get a s etch.
Then we will submit it to them
(HUD). We win activel apply
as many innovation as possible, because that i what the
are iookin for. '
In an edition of The Chanticleer
published last ear, Dr. E.M.
Singleton stated that he was
going to approach Rep. Jenrette
(D-Se) to get HUD funds,.
When Thompson was asked why
no action had been taken since
that time, he replied, "Here's
what happened. When ou go
up before the federal government sometime you find that
they are closed out for the ne
year. Then you have to wai for
the next year and approach
Congress again."
Thompson was also asked
!About a statement made b
Singleton to Dr. Holderman,

Chants Win Opener
By MIKE DEEGAN
Staff Reporter
The sounds of the old
roundball hitting the floor in
Kimbel Gymnasium are now
heard frequently. The Chanticleers of Coastal opened their
1977-78 basketban season by
defeating the USC-Spartanburg
Rifles 76-66.
The Rifles jumped out to a
12-2 lead before Bobby Livingston connected with 13-21 remaining to make the score 12-4.
Manuel Jessup scored 11 of
the next 14 points to tie the
score at 18. Still, the Spartanburg team managed to maintain
a small lead throughout the half
to carry a 31-30 lead into the
locker room. Jessup scored 19 of
Coastal's 30 points in the first
half.

In the opening minutes of the
second half, the Chants outscor- .
ed USC-Spartanburg 12-4 to
take a 42-35 lead. The Ch~nts .
lead the rest of the game.
Steve Hardy, a junior college
transfer from Dekalb, came off
the bench to thrill the fans by
connecting five from five from .
the floor; all long range
artillery.
Coastal secured victory by
hitting eight of their last nine
'Y
points from the charity stripe,
Manuel Jessup led the scoring .
attack with 25, followed by
Steve Hardy with 15.
At press time, Coastal has :
earned a 4-2 record, losing to :
Fairmont State and c a P i t a l : G ·
University in the Fairmont State :
Thanksgiving Tourney. Victor- :
ies were posted over Morris, :
Metho dist, and Pembroke:
State.
.

Sneaking Of.Snorts
'J:'

McGuire Is Not
0 mg T0 Be'U sed
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: Chant center Bobby LIvIng_ton [Left] opens &ealMJn with • jump b.n
: agabut USC. Spartanburg. CoutU won the game 77·66. [photo by
: Doug Smith)
..............................................................
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Chants
Getting Ready
By YVONNE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter

and Pat Springs from Furman
High School of Sumter shows
much promise as a forward for
her quickness and shooting.
Coach Meade says the team
shows much improvement in
shooting and quickness which
will provide a well balanced
team on the court.
The Lady Chants have a long
season ahead of them and a lot
of hard work pushing for effort
to defeat.
Meade said "I have a feeling
we'll be alright, but our offense
is a little down fight now. But
the defense is good. We've got

By WAIUtEN SESSIONS

During this day and time people have been noted for doing
things to harm other people doing it in a way that seems
harmless. It would seem to people, unaware of the situation,
they would think that a person was getting a real great deal but
in the long run, they are being taken.
There was one such situation that was brought up in the last
edition of The Chanticleer. Frank McGuire, head basketball /'
coach for the University of South Carolina Gamecocks )Vas
offered the job as Athletic Director for all of the branches of the
University. It was explained that McGuire and his family would
reside in Conway as the main office. Of course it sounds a little
strange. People w~ excited about the situation but one h~
to give "McGuire credit. He knew when he was being used. He
__ that
____________
•• __
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· they were looking for a new coach. But McGuire stood his ground
· and dido't let anyone push him around. He is known for his Irish
temper and 1 imagine he stepped on a ~ew t~s in order to
· keep his job. McGuire set an example to show that he wasn't any
easy push over.
This type of this is happening an over, People are getting put
down is a so-called nice way everyday. These people who don't
have connections or aren't hard nosed and consistent are ju~ left
out in the cold. The world is being run by the "Big" people and
us "little" people have a slim chance if any at all.
No one stopped to think about the people who are already
athletic directors of the various branches of the University. They
were just going to push McGuire in and shove the others out of
the way. People are always making decisions that in the long run
will leave someone out, without thinking. These kind of people
don't care because they are very sure that their jobs are secure.
If asked about it they would probably make up some excuse.
Probably something like "I had to do it_ It was him or me." One
day all of his cruelty will catch up with them. A person has to be
very careful when dealing with even the closest of friends.

The Lady Chants basketball
team are getting their Wdies
intact and hands regulated to
play good ball this season,
.
77-78.
Their first home game will be
December 17, challenging USCSumter.
Coach Meade seems to feel
good about the players this
.
By YVONNE JOHNSON
year. She stated that while
'
Staff Reporter
watching the team members
:Carey Green goes up for Jumper agalD_t USC - Spartanburg. [photo:
On Dec. 15. Thursd:ty night.
~y
Doug
Smith]
:
there
will
be a benefit basketball
practice •'they can really put the
ball in the basket."
speed."
.
'......•.••. "..........
: game here in the Kimbel Gym.,
The team will , have five
returning varsity players, Joan
Cribb, the MVP of 1977 who
finished the season with a 21.5
pt. average and 10 rebound
average. Pat Oark, led the team
By DONNA EDGE
wh~ch Coastal pl~ed third, the Elon College Tournament in
in assists and is one of the
whIch Coastal finIshed sixth, and the Methodist Tournament
Staff Reporter
quickest and most aggressive
where Coastal finished only ten strokes from the top.
ballplayers. Others are Cathy
After a busy fall season, the Coastal golf team is going to take
C~ke commented, "We are fortunate to h~ve several
Nance, the best team player at
a rest. Coach Tom Cooke is looking forward to opening the spring
addItIons by way of transfers and freshmen this year." Rick
full speed, and Karen Swygert,
Lewellen from Myrtle Beach. a freshman, won the State
transfer from USC-Sumter add- with a tournament known as the Coastal Carolina Golf Classic.
During the fall season, Coastal's golfers played in five
Scholastic Championship last year. Another freshman, Steve
ing much depth to offense with
Hula comes to Coastal from Chicago, DIinois.
her 'dead-eye' for the basket. tournaments and came out with a 39-20 record. Coastal tied
H~ading the l~st of transfers is a scholarship golfer from
She averages better than 18 Wofford at third in district six. South Carolina State was first,
and College of Charleston was second.
Flonda Southern m Tampa. Although not eligible this semester
points a game while in Sumter.
Coastal entered two teams in their first tournament, the Pine
~ke believes he will be a real contribution to the team in th~
Cynthia Wildes, new from
Tuck
and in their fifth tournament, the Myrtle Beach
spnng. Two other transfers are Mike Baker from Spartanburg
MBHS ' (Myrtle Beach High
Methodist and Mike Byler from Arizona State.
School). will add a good offense Invitational. In both tournaments, Coastal placed third and
. Return. players from last year include Eddie Salley and Bob
with an additional threat with fourth.
The other thre~ tournamentS ~ere: the I.a~er Tournament in Dillon. Dallon lead ~e te
with a 76 average.
• her moving and shooting ability,

Benefit BB Game To Be Held
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Golfers Take A Rest Until Spring

starting at 7:30 p.m. Admission
is 51.50. No student ID's are
valid at this special event; being
that the money goes to charity
and to the Women's Athletic
Program. There will be a
half-time show plus many, many
surprises in store. Albums will
be given away and lots more.
The high schools are also
selling tickets for this game and
will profit from their raisings.
Tickets will also be sold here at
Coastal-

Sarita

9. Steve agle
10. Paul Stanton
11. James Beaty
Dear Students of Coastal,
Santa has confided in the Chanticleer Staff what he plans to
12. Charles Gidney
give our faculty for Christmas this year. However, due to old
13. Fay Taylor
age, a long list of names, and a memory lapse, he has forgotten
14. Carolyn Cox
just what goes to whom. Please help Santa out by matching
IS. Don Milius
which item you think belongs to each professor. Thank you I
16. John Durrell
Sincerely yours,
17. Eleanor Lester
The Chanticleer Staff and Santa
18. Joyce Parker
19. Randy Wells
(a.) a flaw 20. Richard Dame
1. Pat Kirkland
(b.) a "vife" 21. Joseph Pinson
2. B. Skinner
(c.) a boyfriend 22. Carl Freeman
3. Bob Robinson
(d.) a bicycle pump 23. Patricia Rogers
4. Marjorie Wells
(e.) the book: "Fifty-one-der-ful things 24. Richard Moore
5. Violet Mead
to do with vegetables" 25. Dick Singleton
(f.) a southern accent 26. Ron Lackey
6. Michael Fortner
(g.) A son-in-law 27. Lynne Smith
7. Tom Trout
(h.) a new car 28. Russ Bergman
8. Jane Robison

By LORNA GENTRY

(i.) a change of clothe
(j.) a new name
(k.) braces
) 1.) a new monologue
(m.) an electrical charge
(n.) some pizazz
(0.) a wrinkle
(p.) a change in style
(q.) ew hunting ground
(r.) a super-jock
(s.) a portable ego deflater
(t.) a ma~cii.mg boo end
(u.) tickets to the movie "Oh, God I"
(v.) a new pose
(91.) a da-glo wet suit
(x.) a canary

(y.) a permanent set of wedding rings
(z.) a butterfly on an autumn flora
(aa.) a sense of humor
(bb.) a book of poetry

alt Hambric
30. Tom Coo e
31. Wilbur Garland
32. Gerald Bo les
33. Albert Cannon
34. ancy Stephen
35. Subash Suene
36. E. Collins
37. Betsy Puskar
38. Ste Strothers
39. Jim Rex
40. Tom Boyd
41. Sandy Baird
42. Linda Schmidt
43.Joe ightman
44. Bruno Gujer
45. Rheinhold Englema er
46. James Branham
47. Sally Hare
48. Glenda Bruto

Our Environment

Project C.R.E.S.1'. Studies Beach Erosion
By ROBERT GOOTMAN
Project C.R.E.S.T.
The Grand Strand beaches
are one of the greatest natural
resources in the coastal area.
These narrow stretches of sand
provide the basis for most of the
tourist trade in the Long Bay
region. Radical changes in these
intertidal zones would not only
be detrimental to the livelihood
in the area, but would also
create a threat to structures
built upOn these unconsolidated

ment Transport) has been
established to develop a method
of predicting beach-face erosion
that results from storms . and
normal longshore processes.
The research also involves
(' llmations of the time required
for depos~tion to replenish s~ch
eroded beaches.
C.R.E.S.T. is being perform·
ed by Coastal students Wick
Westmoreland, Greg Hartline.
Randy Weddington. Page ShelIt-v And Garv c..inrler ,",pcP
-:
- - i/
- - - - - ..
_ •• _ - -

beach and surf in the Springmaid pier locale.
The USC computer is utlized
in these efforts to determine the
amount of sediment moved by
oceanic processes within a given
time period. First, profiles of a
beach section are taken at low
tide. Then, water samples are
retrieved at half-hour intervals.
during a twelve hour period, at a
constant depth to establish
sediment transport in the
waves. Another recorded survev

ing periods. This information is
used in constructing a ratio
between wa e heigJit and
content of suspended sediments. The ratio obtained may
then be used (along with other
data) to predict beach changes
due to increased wave height
and storms.
Another method of research
used- was supposed to have
bee~ -a fluoroscene dye survey.
Since fluoroscene dye is
expensive. the students devised

deposits.
marine science undergraduates is ta en of the foreshore as the an alternative pine-cone methProject C.R.E.S.T. (Coastal are applying a wide range of next low tide occurs. These od. Pine-cones are dropped into
Research on Erosion and Sedi- research techniques to the "before and after" beach the surf and then traced during
pictures and the sediment-con- a twelve-hour sampling period
tent data are fed into the to determine longshore drift
computer, which l.hen compares velocity. The speed of thi
and determines net erosion or current rna be used as a mean
deposition for the sample of comparison in order to
By R~BEKT GOOTMAN
short. but memorable, encount- periods.
determine facto ,such a rate
er with a twelve-foot hammerWind and wave observation of deposition and di ance of
saa ......
head shar .
are recorded during all ampl- sediment transport.
Tales of diving adventures
were in welcome abundance
Diving for lobsters off the
when ten members of the Vaca Key bridge eemed to be a
S.U.W. (Societyofthe Undersea unique pastime. Teeshirts an·
World) returned from their nouncing that "lobster divers
Marathon Key excursion over get more tail" apparently struck
Thanksgiving.
fancy in a few of the crustacean
St. John's Underwater State enthusiasts who went along.
"I hope belling more ad w can increase the ize of th
Park was the setting for many of
Chanticleer," sa the De busines manager, Marcia P er.
the S.C.U.B.A. encounters. The
As business manager, Parker i responsible for ning and •
Underwater movIes and still
group spoke of wide varieties of photographs ere shot during
designing advertisements, and keeping a record of the bud et.
breathtaking fauna and corals the dives. Submergences rangShe is optimistic about the opportunitie for ale in the Coastal
within the protected waters. ed from three to se enteen-metcommunity. "I think that we have an excellent college mar et in
(Many unprotected areas were. er depths.
both Conway and Myrtle Beach. Our prices could be competiti e
unfortunately, found to be
so that local businesses can in e in The Chanticleer. M
commercially raped of such
The member of the S.U.W.
ultimate goal is to make the new paper pa for itself.'-'
delights.)
would like to express their
Parker, a senior majoring in busine s admini ation say
Moray eels were often seen in thanks to tho e folks who
businesses can locate her by dialing Coastal and contacting er
the Park. One pair of divers on supported their efforts on
in the athletic department.
Mollasis Reef experienced a chowder day.

·
.
.
.
turns
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Trip
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Chanticleer Appoints
Business Manager
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yard, being left a million doUars by a little old lady you once
helped to cross the street - they're all part of the American
Dream.
Another is finding that a picture you bought for 510, is really
work 510,000. "It's inevitable," recounts Ernest Lowenstein,
president of the Ferdinand Roten Galleries, and an international
expert in the graphics arts," that sooner or later that question
wiU be asked. Who is the Picasso of tomorrow? I wish I knew."
The Roten Galleries is scheduled to have an exhibition and
sale of 800 to 1,000 of their collection of original prints,
representing the works of famous masters, and the
not-yet-famous. ~ great majority of these prints WIll be priced
at well. under 5100. Are there any hidden tre ures in the group?
It's very possible, but DO one will hazard a guess. From Roten,
however, we do have some tips on what to look for, and also to
avoid, if you must think of a pictule as an investJfaeDt.
U.~,....dina die meania& .f tile term ·qiDallitho~ ..

e

as it applies to art. U is not a photo-en ~a eo hl ~rap , bu one
which has been printed from the artist's original stone or plate.
With the assist of a small magnifying glass, e en the most
inexperienced eye can discern the difference. The photo
engraving will show small, even dots of varying intensity. hieb ,
to the naked eye seem like smooth ink. The original lithograph,
done by the artists, will show uneven spots of color, as the
texture of the ink, stone, and paper dictate. Hung side b side on
the Wall, they are difficult to tell apart.
Do not assume that age of the artist's fame alone are a
justification for a high price. In Roten's collection, there are
engravings by Hogarth and Goya, done from the original plates,
that are under SSO. Roten's markings dearly indicate th these
engravings were stuck after the artist's death. While the
engravings are beautiful to own, and should not dqJreciate in
value, the plates have lost some of their Sharpness over the
years. There are other Hogarth and GoY" worth hUDClreds, ad
they .are aI&o in the coUectinft •

I.' Dee. 8, 1917 n.e ChaadeIeer

To Give Or
ot To Give
blood drive will be held around
mid-March.
Staff Reporter
The A.P.O. l!opes there will
To give or not to give that is
'be much more club participation
the question.
in the next drive. The A.P.O. 's
The Alpha Phi Omega had
goal for next semester is 120
their annual blood drive last
pints.
Wednesday, Nov. 16. The blood
Giving blood not only benefits
drive was held in the Lecture
others, it also can help the
Hall at Coastal.
donor. When a person gives a
Ninety-one pints of blood were
gallon of blood, he and his
donated. The Alpha Phi Omegaimmediate family are guarantesponsored blood drive was
ed blood for life if they should
second in the county for th.e
ever need it.
most blood given.
Now that the law has been
Out of the 39 people who
changed 17 year olds can give
worked with the drive, 180 man
blood. Although there are
hours were given to assist the
stipulations, almost any healthy
eight American RedCross memperson over 17 can give blood.
bers.
The A.P.O. would like to
Every semester the A.P.O.
thank everyone who gave blood.
sponsors a blood drive. The next

By SUSAN COOKE

Students roO

lip

their sleeves to &lve blood at APO blood drive. [photo by Doug Smith]

Exams Are
Almost Here

Coastal's Business Club held
a car stop on Nov. 2 in order to
raise donations for Christmas
gifts to underpriviledged children. Each year the Business
Club hosts a Christmas Party for
a group of needy children. This
year's group of about 60
children comes from Sweet
Home E1e~ School near Loris.

By DR. ELEANOR LESTER

Special To The Chanticleer
Dr. Leater Is director of the EnaUsb Lab at
c..taI. She .... • doctorate In edaeation from Harvard

[EdItor'. Note:

lTIIJvenlty. J.
~
-~
..... Qft\C J.-_"" ...
'lftGtnop
As the faU semester nears Its eiIu, "'A.....~ .,"'.....,...'" .. a"'''JVa.
concern for students and faculty. The faculty must prepare
CfUestions.which evaluate the student's learning. Students must
pass the exacns in order to receive credit for the course taken.
There Be a few suggestions for reviewing material covered in
classes which may prove helpful to students:
1. REVIEW all class notes and textbook assignments which
will be included in the exam, but do the review in short study
sessions of net more than an hour at one time. Cramming in an
all-night sessiOn the night before the exam d~s not produce the
desired; results:
2:. took over previous test papers to determine the possible
type of questions which will be on the exam. Look for types of
errors on tliese tests to see if the errors were a result of
misreading the questions or a lack of accurate information.
3. Ad the instructor to clarify any assignment, grade, or
question whiCh may seem unclear or vague. This questioning
saould be done before the last day of classes, not during the
eum period.
Students can be better prepared for an exam by having had
adequate rest aDd relaxation the night before the exam, and by
&cing the exam with the confidence that accompanies being well
prepared.
4a

4;

ero.

MIke
entertains Coutal .tudent. with his pltu and fIdcJIe.
[Photo by
Smith]

noaa

Riley Airs Views
By TIM MEACHAM
EdItor
Ht like the. regional campus system," said gubenatorial
candidate Richard Riley when he visited Coastal on Nov. 16.
Ii1ey a1su expressed some reservations about the growth of the
tegional campus system. "I do not think it should be
Jmliferated.. 1 support the Lake Bill. (The Lake Bill was the
a:asuceessful. legislation that would have required all regional
CUUDp1l&eS to turn over their land deeds to the Columbia campus.)
.u~ amtinued, "J support the idea that most of the
decision-mai:iiag should be with the state Higher Education
Cemmission. We do have a mixed system. If anybody doesn't
diid it is. complicated, they're wrong. But I say to you the
p¥ernor"s office is over all of higher education."
Riley also ezpressed his feelings on using state funds or a
private contractor for the construction of dormitories at Coastal.
"1 dOu"t bow about the first one, (state funds). The latter
soumiS like a real good idea. It makes right good sense to me.
Slilf~ it would Ie very, very expensive. As a practical matter, we
wcndd be iaterested in using a private company. It would be
JBOlIIe appeaImg."
As a demoeratic senator from Greenville, Riley was involved in
reapportionment and state constitutional reform. "State
CIIIIJISUlutions _the tum of the century dealt with a lot of detail. It
ftallJ auIed. up being more admendment than substance. It
__ iiadfeawc and UDre~Dtative. I gOt myself involved in

sen.

Business Club Brings
Christmas To Children

home rule and constitutional reform. I was the floor leader on
home rule." Ril~v stated his position on senate reapportionment.
"I basically opposed the Supreme Court, but I very much
supported the concept of reapportionment since it is . . . more
democratic. "
Riley commented on statewide competency tests saying, "It is
not in itself a remedy for solving all our problems. Testing is
good, but it drifts. Some people have trouble with tests. You can
be schooled to take a test and not have a broadly-based
education. Testing is expensive, and I would prefer that money
spent on remedial care. I don't like the idea to concentrate on
'minimum' competency. What we want is to get our standards to
th~ 'maximum.' Emphasis is needed to get parents involved, and
teachers involved. The students will then be committed. Jt's a
complicated bag of tricks."
Riley talked about his opinion that tourism can be promoted
through both home rule legislation and state agencies. "What I
am calling for is a county by county profile," he explained.
"What the problem in Horry County may be the sametype of
problem another county has. That is what I'm talking about. I
also want the environment to be a significant concern in the
development of tourist-related areas."
Riley also stated that he would have a great deal of
accessibility as governor to President Carter since he was "very
active in the Carter campaign ia South Carolina."

.
. .. _
i ne Via.ns
Tor UI~
p;;;'y
include food, games, a dramatic
presentation of a Christmas
story by th~ Theater Department of Coastal, and as many
presents as club funds and area
business donations will allow.
Business Club members have
been. busy soliciting gifts. good
for the party. gift wraps and
stocking fillers from area
businesses.
The party will be held on
Friday morning. December 9th.
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Lecture Hall. Club members are
looking forward to entertaining
the children with games. songs
and other festivities. The big
event of the party will be the
appearance of Santa Claus who
will not only produce goodies
from a sack. but also a 10 of
smiling faces on the children.

Business Club members will
prepare for the children's party
the night before with a
Wrapping Party. Members and
their guests will wrap gifts,
have fun and share snacks
prepared by Mrs. Jean Casey
and other members of the club.
It is sure to be a good time for all .
involved.
On Nnv "
~~~ ~!!~!~~~~
- - . ,~ . .
Club hosted a speaker from
Grove Manufacturing. Joe Harley, controller at Grove gave a
presentation on the Business
World as a family. According to
members. it was very inform ative and an interesting talk for all
who attended. Refreshments
were served after the meeting.
and students had the opportunity to speak with Harley.
The Business Gub. in cooperation with Dr. Boyles and the
Business Department, is starting a series of executive
seminars in the spring. All
business students interested
should contact Boyles and
register for BA 399 for one
credit hour. Plans include eight
to ten speakers from leading
businesses in and out of state in
areas of finance. marketing.
management. accounting. etc.

Day Care Is On The Move
By HELEN HAWES

Staff Reporter
If you signed up in the student affairs office expressing
interest in the daycare project at Coastal, get ready to receive a
questionaire in the mail.
The decision to mail the questionnaires was made at the
daycare project meeting. The reason behind it is to ascertain just
how many parents and children are going to be involved. Other
questions will deal with how often and how long parents pian to
use the daycare, and when they will be available to discuss
realistic plans to get things started.
To find out how other campus daycares originated. and
operate. a call was put through to the Creative Learning Center
in Columbia. This daycare is now in its second year and operates
as a kindergarten. Some of its funding comes from student
allocations, but it is mainly self supporting. The parents pay a

relatively Jow fee for the care and instruction th If children
receive.
Although this daycare is not a parent cooperative the daycare
at Coastal would be. Thus, parents can be actively involved in
instructing the children under the supervision of a teacher.
Parents will also have a voice in some of the decisions that w.ill be
made. Finally, they w.ill have peace of mind knowing that their
children are being cared for properly.
The education department has expressed interest in the
project. Future teachers could gain experience with young
children by helping in the daycare. Work study students could
also take part on a daily basis.
The first order of business is to complete the questionaire. If
students are interested in the project and don't receive _ form in
the mail, they can pick one up in the student affairs office.
Students are urged to drop off all completed questionnaires at
the student affairs office as soon as possible.

International Day A Big Success
•'It was by far the most
well-attended event the International Gub has ever had." said
Dr. John Eberwein. one of the
Club's sponsors. He was speaking about the international
dinner which was the culmination of a long day of festivities
for Coastal's first International
Day, Fri., Dec. 2.
The day began with a film
festival in the lecture han at
12:30. The first feature-length
film was ORPHEO NEGRO an
award-winning movie from Brazil. Approximately 4S people
attended. The last film was
TROTTA a recent German
feature concerning the aftermath of WWl. Dr. 8ru~C) G~jer.
another Qub sponsor, stated,
•• Although the film festival was
not as well attended as we
would have liked, there were
still more people present than
there has ever been before. In
addition to students and faculty,
we had some interested people
from the community because of
the excellent publicity we
received. "
Approximately 120 people
attended the dinner that evening in Cino·s. Students, faculty.
and community members feasted on such dishes as shrimp
(Polynesian style). sauerbraten.
and sukiyaki. The Qub provided
a keg of beer.
Susan Davis, Gub president,
welcomed the members and
stated that the Qub plans
another big event in the spring.
Other Qub officers include: Lisa
Berry. Robert Gootman, and
Stephen Williams.
Tim Meacham. one Qub
member, said, '" know Dr.
Saxena (Oub sponsor) was
pleased with the turnout. He
walked around with a big smile
on his face all evening."
After dinner Gujer conducted
a most unusual auction. Anyone
who wished could bid 50 cents
on the items ap for sale. All bids

were cumulative. and the last
person to bid received the item.
The catch was that all the
bidders had to pay the amount
that they bid. regardless of
whether they received the item
or not. The auction was
conducted in this manner so as
to raise money for the Coastal
Council for Internationals. the
organization which sponsors the
foreign students on campus.
The auction was a lively one.

and approximately 570 was
raised for CCI according to
Gujer. Katy Riel was the
successful bidder for the Thai
silhouette, and Dr. Rheinhold
Englemayer purchased a batik
shirt from Thailand.
Dr. Richard Moore, another
Qub sponsor, said "Anyone
who attended the dinner and
paid the admission fee is a
member." The fee (dues) was
51.00 for students, 51.50 for

faculty, and $2.00 for community members.
Gujer summed up the day's
activities by saying. "I believe
that the presence of the
international students on campus has helped to stimulate
interest in the Oub. We are
definitely planning a repeat
performance. It is our wish that
Internatinal Day will become a
community event as well as a
campus event."

B EMILY DaIlANT
During the 1977 fall semester,
there were 1,618 student
registered at Coastal. Amon
this number, there were 225
students over twent -five year
of age. They are grouped as
follow:
AGE

O.

26-29

106

30-39

67

40-49
41
50+
11
For variou reason, a growing number of people feel the
need of college training. Some
of them wish to prepare
themselves for a specific profe sion. Other realize that higher
education i necessary in the
highly competiti e busine
world. Some just want to go to
college for their own personal
satisfaction and fulfillment.
In the over-fifty age group,

Squatriglia
By TIM MEACHAM
EdItor
[EdItor', Note: Dr. Robert
Squatft&lla, Coutal', DeW deaD
of ,tadeDt developmeat, III a
ca ndid Interview talked on
.abJect. ranalng from his
profeuloaal expedeaeel to -ca mpas re,ldency halls at

CoutaI. Here are IOIIIe quatlou dhcaued III that IIltenie )
Q: A question we always ask
newcomers here-why Coastal?
A: Well, my first undergraduate
experience was in a small
college setting at William and
Mary. My first professional
experience as dean of men was
also at William and Mary. I've
always had a fondness and
appreciation for a small college
atmosphere in which I could
meet and interact personally
with students and faculty. Also.
the southern climate has always
appealed to my family and me.
Betty (Squatriglia's wife) and I
are very fond of the South; she
is from Virginia and she and I
met at William and Mary.
Q- Could you evaluate Coastal
as compared to AJbany State
University in New York-where
you came from?
A: In some ways, Coastal
Carolina . s.where my former

campus found itself some years
ago. That was when the state
university system was founded,
and Albany State was a
teacher's college. It was much
like what we are now-a small
school. It was, as we are,
striving for excellence and
ambitions. This is a young
college. It is a young, emerging
college on the threshold of
significant achievement and
already making many contributions to the community and the
state. I don't think it is really
fair to compare them beyond
this.
Q: It took some time until you
decided to take the position
here. What I'm saying is that
you got the offer during the
summer and did not accept until
November. Why?
A: I was in the midst of
negotiations with Dr. Singleton
and my former campus, after
receiving the offer. Naturally, I
had responsiblities in Albany. I
had to give sufficient notice and
also had the responsibility of
providing for a transition period
on myoid campus.
Q: As you have probably heard,
your position (formerly dean of
student affairs, now dean of
~udent development is the new

title at Coastal) is to some
people here a "bag of worms" .
Does this bother you in any •
way?
At I'm mindful that the student
affairs division needs careful
review-careful and thoughtful
formulation of goals and objectives. What I'm doing now is
beginning the process of assessing student needs with my staff.
I'm meeting student leaders and
pay. what the want in these
faculty. We're just gathering
halls-just what the student
data. Those goals can't be
"consumer" wants. As we
formulated until that data is move ahead, we need more
gathered. ext semester we will
information to obtain state,
be implementing surveys of pri ate, or federal funding. Th.
students needs on campus in is our prime challenge.
such areas as residence halls,
Q: You mentioned other survcareer planning. food service. eys, how will you administer
etc. We need to find out what these1
students need most on our A: Perhaps in the future at
campus.
registration and other places. J
Q: You mentioned residence will be working with you to
halls. when will you begin?
administer a survey in the
A: I think, number one, we need
newspaper where the student
to sharpen the focus on will just tear it out and tum it in.
residence halls. 1 propose this to The time required is minimal.
the Executive Committee. The What better way to find out
Executive Committee chaired by what the student needs than to
Dr. Singleton, did endorse a just as them?
questionaire to be administered Q: As you too • getting a job i
college resources an informa- extremely important to the
nalls and perhaps transporta- college graduate. What are ou
tion. We aeed to learn bow planning to do
the area of
much studellts are willing to
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New Miss Coastal
Monty Smith was named the new Miss Coastalln the Miss Coastal

Pageant. [Photo by Doug Smith]

Maintenance
Head Named

"eIvIe

School To
Hold Formal
By TERRY HARDWICK
Staff Reporter
Formal is the word for
. Campus Union in December.
The Christmas formal, planned
by Campus Union will be held
this Saturday night in the
ballroom at the Landmark Hotel
in Myrtle Beach.
Dress for the occasion is not
actually forma], rather it is
semi-formal. Tuxedos and
gowns are not suggested,
neither are blue jeans.
There will be an open bar,
and the admission will be $3.00
per person, and $5.00 per
couple. The dance is open to
Coastal students and their
guests. It begins at 8 p.m. and
features the band Symbol 8.
Symbol 8 released their second
single the end of September.
Simon Spain, Campus Union
coordinator, said, "They are on
the way to a bright future."
Spain stressed that all students and their guests are
invited to come and take part in
this festive occasion.

Jenrette Promises To AidEducation
By '11M MEACHAM
FAIItor
Sixth District Democratic

.

r

Looki1J;g At
Coastal News

and text have always been
welded together by romantic
poets," says Carter Breeze,
accompanist on piano. "It is still
prevalent in twentieth-century
literature. "
Some of Dickinson's poems
were recited, and others were
set to music. "All music was
arranged by Aaron Copland,
Eugene Butler, William Ray,
and Vincent Persichetti," said
Parker, coordinator ot the
presentation.
Parker divided Dickinson's
poetry into three subject areas:
nature, death and immortality,
and comments on life and living.
"Dickinson," reflexes Parker,
"puts on paper what all of us
have felt at one time or another
but could never put into
y;ords. "

1614 TWO NOTCH ROAD
By SUSAN DAVIS
COLUMBIA. s.c. 29204
Auoclate Editor
Dr. Donald Thompson; dean of administration, recently
TELEPHONE [803] 779-8352
Soutltem Women's
announced that M. Garnett Smith, Jr., assumed the position of
Services, Inc.
Maintenance Supervisor at Coastal Carolina on Mon., Dec. 5.
·Problem Pregnancy CoUJUJel· _ Smith is filling the position recently vacated by Tony Mezacapa.
Ina
Smith brings to Coastal an impressive array of credentials as a
-Abordo ComueUng" Servle·
master carpenter, metal worker, and landscapist. He comes to
ea
Cvast~ from Fairfax, Va.! where he was building and grounds
·Free prepaacy testbag
supervisor at George Mason University. He has worked ail his
·FamBy PIannIna ..
life in the maintenance field in addi~on to previously owning a
Birth control Nrvfees
construction firm.
~ Coaa8eIon
"Smitty" (as he prefers to be called) is married with three
~peaken for sehooIa
children and plans to reside in Conway. He and his fami1y have
been vacationing for twenty years in Myrtle Beach, which, along
with last winter's cold weather in Va., helped attract him to this
area.
"ConfideDtlat CODtact with
Smith is particularly interested in landscaping. He believes
Someone Who Cam"
that Coastal has tremendous potential and plans to make the
24 boar ....werlDa eervIee
college a showplace in the community.
[Call ToO Free 1-800-922·9750]
Thompson stated, "I personally am very pleased to have a
1614 Two Notch RoM
man with Mr. Smith's background and experience."
-Adv......IlleDt

po..-

_

Bv LORNA GENTRY
"I Never Saw a Moor," poems
and songs of Emily Dickinson,
was presented by Joyce Parker's American Literature class
Monday, November 14. "Music _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TYPING DONE-I will type
term papers in my home, for
Reasonable prices!! Call 4483161 and ask for Joan Skipper.
FOR SALE-Drum set going
very cheap!!!! Call 651-7532
and ask for Mick.
FOR SALE-1964 Chevy Nova,
has only 72,000 miles on
speedmeter, Excellent Condition III! Contact Tim Meacham at
293-2983 or 347-3161, extensions 134, 128, or 130.
FOR RENT-2 bedroom, two-story townhouse in Surfside,
ideal for married couple!! Easy
access. to Hwy. 17, Shopping
Centers, 15 minutes from
college. Contact Gark Parker at
449-7121.
PLEASE NOTICE-Gassified
ads will be taken for next
semester before exams begin
and regular classes end. Get you
ads into the Student Affairs
office as soon as possible!!! I

douthern
Womens
8ervtces,

Page" Dec. 8, 1977 l'be CIwt~

Congressman

John

Jenrette

ann?~ced that assistance is soon coming to middle income

f~i1les th~t are having difficulty paying for the rising costs of
high ed.ucation. Jenrette visited Coastal Friday night, Nov. 18 to
meet with co~stituent.s. ':",!e in the Congress are actively looting
at t~ cr~dits ~o mdiVIduals," explained Jenrette. "The
PreSident. IS co~vmced that education is a necessity in a free,
d~mocratic ~ety, and we certainly are in the Congress. You
will be receIVIng ~me type of assistance by March or April
,
1978, retroactive Jan. 1."
.Jen~ette !~ked about a variety of topics ranging from
sta!eWlde rruntmum competency tests to marijuana decriminilizati~~. On the present trend in Congress towards liberalizing of
manJuana laws, Je~rc:tte commented, "Well, when I was in high
s~h~1 I start.ed dn~g beer, and I then went to harder stuff.
I m Just afraid that If we decriminalize it . . . we would have
pro~~ems. That may sound old-fashioned, but that is still
positIon. "
my

Jenrette announced his support of statewide mlDlmum
competency tests. "I want to commend the press for bringing
this to everyone's attention. I am concerned about the quality of
education in South Carolina. I hope we can socially promote
people throu!s!. our social system. I personally would like to see it
a younger age. I don't blame the teachers. I think what is needed
is a cooperative effort on the part of both parents and the school
system."
Jenrette explained his position on the Equal Rights
Admendment. "I support ERA. I do have some problems about
the legality of extending the deadling for ratification. We might
be put to a vote on that issue in the next 20 days. Right now, I
would vote for it. I'm just worried about it setting a precedent.
I'm for ERA, but the extension is giving me some problems."
Citizens asked questions about President Carter's energy
package and its relation to the tourist industry in Horry County.
"It is my belief that people are going to take a vacation-even in
a crisis. Mr. Carter's package is one that will emphasize
conservation, research, and development:'
Jenrette also showed his support for zero-based budgeting,
right to work laws, and the inclusion of federal employees in the
Social Security system.

TWO KEGS OF BEER TO BE DONATED
Fat Jack's Beach Party in cooperation with Alpha Phi Omega
is going to donate two free kegs of beer every Friday night
during the month of December to Coastal students. Studen s are
asked to present their I.D. at the door.
JOIN THE CHANTICLEER STAFF
What do you think of The Chanticleer? Well, no matter what
you think of our publication, you now can do something about itl
WE ARE DARING YOU TO SIGN UP TO BECOME A MEMBER
OF THE CHANTICLEER STAFFl ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS
SIGN UP FOR WRITING FORPUBLICATION (CEGL 220)1! For
more information contact Dr. Sally Hare at extension 185, Tim
Meacham at extension 134 or 2932983, or Susan Davis in the
Writing Lab. The class is one-hour credit, and there is little
grade pressure since it is primarily for putting out The
Chanticleer. Attendance, however, is required to pick up
assignments for upcoming editions of The Chanticleer.
FOUNDATION TO OFFER SCHOLARSHIP
The Rotary Foundation of Rotary International is offering five
educational awards to deserving students. These awards range
from graduate fellowships to technical training awards. From
more information on eligibility and applications contact John
Grant in financial aid.
CHOIR TO PERFORM
The Coastal Concert Choir, Carolyn G. Cox, director. will sing
the Saint Saens Christmas Oratorio on Sunday evening, Dec. 11
at 8 p.m. in the First United Methodist Church, Con ay. Soloists
for the performance will be Patrice Boyd. Carolyn Cox, Susan
Gemons, Annette Jordan, Julie Skelton, Jackie Tutas, Robert
Ford, Tom Morgan, and Hermie Scurry. Organists will be E.
Carter Breeze and George Lee Singleton. The choir will also
present a different program of Christmas music in the Lecture
Hall of Coastal on Tuesday, Dec. 13. at 12:45 p.m.
C.A.R. SYSTEM DEADLINE NEARS
Dec. 22 is the date that students need to return their approved
schedule and payment.
Students have until Jan. 3 at 5 p.m. but it is advisable to get
them in by the 22nd of Dec. to insure not having to take part in
regular registration.
1. Respecting your pre-advisement preferences, you will next
receive a class schedule plus a billing for your fees. If you wish to
pick up your schedule and billing in person, it will be available on
campus on Friday, December 9th. If you do not pick it up that
day it will be sent by mail to your permanent address.
2. When you have picked up or received your schedule and
Dilling. you will then have a chance to indicate to us what
financial aid committments you have and to pay the balance dL'e,
or get a refund against financial aid, whatever the case might be.
You can do this one of two ways. First you can bring in your
completed forms plus payment to the Business Office through
December 22. Or, second, you can send in your forms by mail. In
any case we must have your forms plus payment by January 3 for
you to receive your schedule. However, there is no guarantee
that forms and checks sent at the last minute will get into the
system, especially if a large number of people wait until then to
do so.
•
BECAUSE THE SYSTEM IS NEW AND BEING USED FOR
THE FIRST TIME· YOU SHOULD GET YOUR COMPLETED
FORMS PLUS PAYMENT INTO THE BUSINESS OFFICE· IN
PERSON OR BY MAIL- AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE-PREFERABLY BY DECEMBER 22 BEFORE YOU LEAVE CAMPUS FOR
THE CHRISTMAS BREAK. EVEN IF YOU ARE COVERED BY
FINANCIAL AID· WE MUST GET YOU INTO THE SYSTEM IN
ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOU CLASS SCHEDULE.
3. If you use the system to your advantage by early follow up to
the billing, you will not have to participate in regular registration
in the gym, nor wait in lines, etc. Simply stated, the whole
process involves (l) meeting your adviser and choosing your
courses, (2) turning in your schedule form to the records office,
(3) paying your bi11 as soon as possible. and (4) show up in class
on January 16.
All students are asked to complete two questionnaires which
will be included in the CAR mailing. These questionnaires and
return them to the Admissions and Records office.
COLLEGE CENTER. GROUNDBREAKING TO BE DEC. 16
The new College Center (formerly the Student Union building)
groundbreaking ceremony will take place Friday, Dec. 16.
Dargan Construction Company of Myrtle Beach is the
apparent low bidder at an approximate cost of $1,100,000.
There will be nearly 24,000 square feet in the new building.
The building will be located between the library and the
administration building.

